
A book to turn every child 
(or adult) into an explorer

Once you buy this book, no trip outside 
will ever be the same again. Each page 
marks a new adventure as you are guided 
through the incredible world of nature 
and invited to search, explore and gather 
from things as diverse as skulls and 
shells, moonlight and meteorites. When 
you have finished (though that may take 
a lifetime) you will have created your 
own unique nature masterpiece that is a 
wonderful record of trips spent outside.  

TITLE DETAILS
Format: 300 x 250 mm, casebound • Extent: 80 pp • Elastic closure • Price: £16.99  

Age range: 8+ years • Territory: World • 600 photographs + 8000 words  
Publication date: Spring 2016

KEY SALES POINTS
• A modern-day must-have adventure book for all inquisitive children

• Contains information about the outside world that will stay with you for life

• High production values, incredible photography and an oblique look at the 
world make this the perfect gift

• A book that will grow with you as objects are gradually found and stuck in 
(leaves, grasses, photographs) until it is bursting with life

• Ideal for children who are already nature lovers and for encouraging  
others to explore and care for the planet

• This is an activity book, but not as you know it.



CONTENTS
Part album, part manual, part nature guide, the 80 pages of this book will surprise 
and delight. It is divided into three sections: Earth, Air and Water. Most of the 
entries give instructions on how to gather, clean, store, or understand natural 
things you might stumble upon outside and is followed by spaces for your own 
collections. Where removing real objects isn’t ethical, you are guided to take 
photographs to stick in instead. So, if you are a modern-day adventurer who is 
thrilled at the sight of a soaring bird, who lies on the grass watching the stars and 

who gleefully crunches through freshly fallen snow, this book is for you. 
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
If you stepped inside the studies of Caz Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington,  
you would feel as though you were stepping straight outside again. For surrounding 
them on every surface are collections of infinite variety: leaves, shells, feathers, 
spines, seeds, rocks and fossils. This book is the culmination of all the walking 
experiences they have had over the years. They hope, through the collections, to 
encourage children to look at the world differently and experience life at first hand. 
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